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Your senoir years are a wonderful, carefree time to look forward to, 

but you may be questioning how you'll live out these best years. A 

sudden health situation or the worry of housekeeping, maintenance, 

transportation or medical assistance can leave you feeling fearful 

or worried. A Continuum of Care Retirement Community provides 

a full spectrum of senior living options so you can move easily 

between the level of care you need at the time—all within the same 

community—and avoid stress and uncertainty.

Your best years…
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What is a CCRC?

Imagine residing in a place of your choice with 

the right services, care and support as you age 

without having to move. This concept, often 

referred to as aging in place, is a desirable 

scenario. A Continuing Care Retirement Community 

(CCRC) provides just that with accommodations for independent living, 

assisted living and skilled nursing. With a CCRC, you have a plan for the 

future and the opportunity to be part of a community with a wealth of 

amenities and vibrant social life.

Spectrum of Care

A CCRC’s levels of care are best described on a spectrum. As you age 

and face new health concerns, you may require added care. In a CCRC, 

you won’t have to worry about finding and moving to a new residence 

when further needs arise. You’ll be able to remain in a community you 

enjoy and feels like home but move along the spectrum of care. Most 

CCRCs offer these senior living options:
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Independent Living

Home ownership comes with a lot of headaches. With an independent living community, you 

have the independence of your own private home or apartment without the hassle of yard 

work and maintenance. Plus, you get to be surrounded by a community of active seniors, 

just like you, with a full slate of social events, fitness programs, dining options and a pool. The 

home or apartment is yours to make uniquely your own, but with the peace-of-mind that you 

have assistance or medical care available if and when you need it.  

Assisted Living

Assisted Living is a great option for seniors who want to live autonomously, but still require a 

little extra help to fully enjoy life. It’s an attractive living environment since you can live in your 

own private room while still having a caring staff member within a button’s reach away. 

You get to live comfortably and enjoy life 

with the option for daily support. This can 

often be tailored to suit your specific needs 

and preferences. While in Assisted Living, 

you still have access to stimulating social 

activities or you can sit back and enjoy a 

comfortable lifestyle, free from 

chores and household duties.
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Short-term Rehabilitation

If you experience an injury, illness or disability 

that requires physical rehabilitation, it’s helpful 

to have a short-term rehabilitation facility in 

close proximity. Whether recovering from a 

stroke or a joint replacement, it’s critical to have 

highly skilled physician-directed therapists and nursing 

professionals to get you back on the road to recovery as quickly as 

possible. The rehabilitation is aimed to improve strength, balance 

and safety so that you can re-establish your independence. While 

the expertise of the staff is important, it certainly helps to have a 

rehabilitation facility with resort-style accommodations and amenities 

like a café, park, salon and spa, movie theatre and therapy pool. 

Health Care Center

The last and most comprehensive form of senior living is the health 

care center. While still living in your own private room, you will have 

access to around-the-clock monitoring and medical assistance. If 

you’re recovering from an injury or illness, this is the perfect place to 

do it. Your needs for care will be met while in a calm and comfortable 

environment. You’ll have access to an on-site pharmacy, beauty salon 

or barber, rehabilitation services and more to make your experience as 

enjoyable as possible.

While still living in your own private room, 
you will have access to around-the-clock 

monitoring and medical assistance.
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Why it Matters

So, why should you choose to move to a Continuum of Care Retirement Community as your 

senior living residence? With a full care spectrum, you’ll never have to search for senior liv-

ing options again. You can easily move between the levels of care you need, whether it be in 

short-term rehab or to assisted or skilled nursing. Once you’re home, you’re home. 

What to Look for in a CCRC

Not all CCRCs are created equal. Here is a list of important considerations:

 •	Does	the	CCRC	have	a	fully	licensed	and	credentialed	nursing	staff?

 •	Does	it	cover	all	stages	of	senior	living?

	 	 Does	it	have	desirable	amenities	and	services?

 •	Does	it	have	a	short-term	rehab	facility?

 •	Are	there	opportunities	for	an	active	lifestyle?

 •	Does	the	staff	come	across	as	caring?

 •	Does	it	feel	like	it	could	be	your	home?

 • Is it located in a scenic, desirable area with ease of 

	 	 transportation	and	proximity	to	hospitals?
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At Shannondale, we believe aging shouldn't be something to fear.

ShannondaleTN.com/services/independent-living

(865) 690-3411 | Toll Free (866) 380-2681
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Instead, you can have an active and vivacious senior living community to 

enjoy where you're treated like family. From independent living, to short-term 

rehabilitation, to skilled nursing, you or your loved one are able to receive the 

right care without the burden of choosing a new residence. To learn more about 

Shannondale, visit us online or call (866) 380-2681 to schedule a tour.


